
AIcester Academy Curriculum Planning: Year 9

Department: History Year Group: 9

Term Topic/ subject Assessment Objectives Knowledge Skills, include any details of
differentiation

Literacy, numeracy and
SMSC opportunities

Final assessment
task and title

Autumn 1 Health and the
People

To understand how medicine

and public health developed in
Britain over a long period of
time. Students will focus on the

main change factors: war,
religion, government, science,
the role of the individual, and
how they worked together.
Students will develop an
understanding of the causes,
consequences and significance
of change, as well as the
resulting progress.

Prehistoric medicine [Trephining,
Charms etc)
Ancient Medicine - Egyptians
(Writing/Mummification/Blocked
Channel Theory), Greeks
(Ascepius/Hippocrates/4
Humours) and Romans (Public
Health, Galen]

ability to analyse and evaluate
contemporary sources [A03)
interpretations, causation and
consequence, significance

Differentiated resources (card
sorts/worksheets/frames], questioning

keywords and terminology
Begin to develop written answers.
Different styles and forms of
writing. Use of exam command
words - writing to explain and
writing to compare
Chronology - length of time
theories believed

SMSC - Impact of religion on
medicine. Development of
different societies and culture

Ancient Medicine

Mixture of source and

essay exam style
questions

Autumn 2 Health and the
People

To understand how medicine

and public health developed in
Britain over a long period of
time. Students will focus on the

main change factors: war,
religion, government, science,
the role of the individual, and
how they worked together.
Students will develop an
understanding of the causes,
consequences and significance
of change, as well as the
resulting progress.

Medieval medicine: approaches
including natural, supernatural,
ideas ofHippocratic and Galenic
methods and treatments; the
medieval doctor; training, beliefs
about cause of illness.

Medical progress: the
contribution of Christianity to
medical progress and treatment;
hospitals; the nature and
importance of Islamic medicine
and surgery; surgery in medieval
times, ideas and techniques.
Public health in the Middle Ages:
towns and monasteries; the Black
Death in Britain, beliefs about its
causes, treatment and prevention.

ability to analyse and evaluate
contemporary sources [A03)
interpretations, causation and
consequence, significance

Differentiated resources [card
sorts/worksheets/frames), questioning

key words and terminology
Begin to develop written answers.
Different styles and forms of
writing. Use of exam command
words - writing to explain and
writing to compare
Source analysis
Chronology - length of time
theories believed

SMSC - Impact of religion on
medicine. Development of
different societies and culture

Government's responsibility to
look after its people

Source questions on
Public Health and the
Black Death

Spring 1 Health and the
People

To understand how medicine

and public health developed in
Britain over a long period of
time. Students will focus on the

main change factors: war,
religion, government, science,
the role of the individual, and

how they worked together.
Students will develop an
understanding of the causes,
consequences and significance
of change, as well as the
resulting progress.

The impact of the Renaissance on
Britain: challenge to medical
authority in anatomy, physiology
and surgery; the work ofVesalius,
Pare, William Harvey; opposition
to change.
Dealing with disease: traditional
and new methods of treatments;
quackery; methods of treating
disease; plague; the growth of
hospitals; changes to the training
and status of surgeons and
physicians; the work of John
Hunter.

Prevention of disease:

ability to analyse and evaluate
contemporary sources [A03)
interpretations, causation and
consequence, significance

Differentiated resources (card
sorts/worksheets/frames), questioning

key words and terminology
Begin to develop written answers.
Different styles and forms of
writing. Use of exam command
words - writing to explain and
writing to compare
Source analysis
Chronology - length of time
theories believed

SMSC- Opposition to change,
impact of church and opposition
to challenging Galen. Vaccinations
- arguments against

Source questions on
Vaccination

Essay questions on
Renaissance
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inoculation; Edward Jenner,
vaccination and opposition to
change.

Spring 2 Health and the
People

To understand how medicine
and public health developed in
Britain over a long period of
time. Students will focus on the

main change factors: war,
religion, government, science,
the role of the individual, and
how they worked together.
Students will develop an
understanding of the causes,
consequences and significance
of change, as well as the
resulting progress.

The development of Germ Theory
and its impact on the treatment of
disease in Britain: the importance
of Pasteur, Robert Koch and
microbe hunting; Pasteur and
vaccination; Paul Ehrlich and

magic bullets; everyday medical
treatments and remedies.

A revolution in surgery:
anaesthetics, including Simpson
and chloroform; antiseptics,
including Lister and carbolic acid;
surgical procedures; aseptic
surgery.
Improvements in public health:
public health problems in
industrial Britain; cholera
epidemics; the role of public
health reformers; local and
national government involvement
in public health improvement,
including the 1848 and 1875
Public Health Acts.

ability to analyse and evaluate
contemporary sources (A03)
interpretations, causation and
consequence, significance

Differentiated resources (card
sorts/worksheets/frames], questioning

key words and terminology
Begin to develop written answers.
Different styles and forms of
writing. Use of exam command
words - writing to explain and
writing to compare
Source analysis
Chronology- length of time
theories believed
SMSC - Government's role in

looking after the health of its
people

Public Health sources
exam

Summer 1 Health and the
People

To understand how medicine

and public health developed in
Britain over a long period of
time. Students will focus on the

main change factors: war,
religion, government, science,
the role of the individual, and
how they worked together.
Students will develop an
understanding ofthe causes,
consequences and significance
of change, as well as the
resulting progress.

Modern treatment of disease: the
development of the
pharmaceutical industry;
penicillin, its discovery by
Fleming, its development; new
diseases and treatments,
antibiotic resistance; alternative
treatments.

The impact of war and technology
on surgery: plastic surgery; blood
transfusions; X-rays; transplant
surgery; modern surgical
methods, including lasers,
radiation therapy and keyhole
surgery.
Modern public health: the
importance of Booth, Rowntree,
and the Boer War; the Liberal
social reforms; the impact of two
world wars on public health,
poverty and housing; the
Beveridge Report and the Welfare
State; creation and development

ability to analyse and evaluate
contemporary sources [A03)
interpretations, causation and
consequence, significance

Differentiated resources [card
sorts/worksheets/frames), questioning

key words and terminology
Begin to develop written answers.
Different styles and forms of
writing. Use of exam command
words - writing to explain and
writing to compare
Source analysis
Chronology - length of time
theories believed
SMSC - Government's role in
looking after the health of its
people

Factors essay on
development of Penicillin
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of the National Health Service;
costs, choices and the issues of
healthcare in the 21st century.

Summer 2 America 1840-95 This period study focuses on
the development of America
during a turbulent half century
of change. It was a period of
expansion and consolidation -
the expansion to the west and
consolidation ofthe United

States as a nation.

Students will study the political,
economic, social and cultural
aspects of these two
developments and the role
ideas played in bringing about
change. They will also look at
the role of key individuals and
groups in shaping change and
the impact the developments
had on them

Expansion: opportunities and
challeni

The geography of North America:
attitudes to the Great American
Desert; the belief in 'Manifest
Destiny'.
Why the early settlers went west
and the challenges they faced:
Brigham Young and the
Mormons; the pioneer migrant
farmers, the journey west; the
miners.

Dealing with a different culture:
the Plains Indians' way of life;
early American Government
policy towards the Plains Indians;
the Permanent Indian Frontier; a
changing relationship with the
Plains Indians.

ability to analyse and evaluate
contemporary sources (A03)
interpretations, causation and
consequence, significance

Differentiated resources (card
sorts/worksheets/frames), questioning

keywords and terminology
Begin to develop written answers.
Different styles and forms of
writing. Use of exam command
words - writing to explain and
writing to compare
Source analysis
SMSC - Analysis of different
cultures and the clashes between

them (Native Americans and the
different settler groups)

Mixture of essay style and
source questions on the
settlers


